Your
Cloud Journey
Begins With
OCI CAF

Introduction
Building a future on the cloud is promising.
And, this is how it looks like

2020

17%

rise in cloud adoption revenue,
clocking USD 266.4 billion

2021

75%

of the midsize and large
organizations will adopt cloud

2022

60%

of organizations will use
services from third-party MSPs

Source: Gartner.com
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The numbers are adding up. The path is clearly visible. The
question is, how do you embark on the journey to cloud? You need
a clear roadmap, well defined milestones and the right partner who
can guide you at every step.
Cloud4C is your trusted partner in this journey, and OCI is the
platform best suited for your digital transformation.
However, before you begin, you must assess cloud readiness, build
a blueprint, create a strong foundation and then migrate and
manage workload on cloud.
Oracle Cloud Adoption Framework (CAF) is a four-step process
to modernize your legacy systems. Gain the advantage of business
transformation with multi service capabilities spanning IaaS, PaaS
and SaaS.
Assess your cloud readiness and move ahead with confidence as
our experts guide you through the exclusively designed OCI CAF
workshop.
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Cloud Adoption Framework
on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

40,000+

8,000+

Instances Migrated

Database Migrated

Enterprises have the opportunity to build a robust Cloud Adoption Framework
that guides them to choose the right set of applications, databases and
systems for cloud migration, with a proven four-step process:

Application
and workload
assessment

Migration
blueprint

Landing zone
creation

Workload
migration

Cloud4C OCI expertise equips you with TCO analysis, DC Modernisation,
100% compliant infrastructure and enhanced security with best of breed
solutions such as SOC, SIEM and SOAR. AIOps and DevOps powered
automation apprehend and mitigate risks, safeguarding your IT environment
from any malicious intent.
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Scenarios We Support
Datacenter Transformation
Workload Modernization
Well defined framework to Transform, Govern and Innovate

OCI CAF is Best Delivered with
Cloud4C Expertise
At Cloud4C, IT modernization efforts are supported with unmatched security,
DR and compliance for boosting the overall performance. Our experts guide
you in accelerating DC modernization with a comprehensive mitigation
strategy, relevant security tools configuration, and business-aligned
compliance controls.
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Guide to OCI CAF
Assess thoroughly - What you should do?
Evaluate the cloud readiness of your IT environment including network,
security, applications, OS and databases to gain a clear line of vision for
migration. Cloud4C experts examine your applications based on specific
CAF parameters, identifying workloads for migration based on complexity,
business needs and impact on performance.

Define milestones - How you should do it?
Blueprint is the roadmap that guides you in building your cloud migration
plan. It orchestrates the entire journey in a structured manner, keeping in
mind the business vision and strategy. Blueprint also informs the choice of
tools, technologies and processes to make the most of your cloud strategy.

Design the landing zone - Where should you deploy workloads?
The most crucial step in building a cloud presence is to design the landing
zone that supports the overall migration plan. It must have the capabilities to
evolve and scale as businesses grow. A reliable landing zone built on OCI
takes several key elements into consideration, including network, compute
capacity, storage, security as well as compliance controls, performance,
cloud management and governance policies.

Plan the migration - The answer to your IT modernization needs.
A well executed CAF, guided by the experience of certified experts,
supported by advanced tools leads to frictionless migration. This is not a
one-time process. Your migrated workload needs constant monitoring for
business continuity, cost optimization, scalability and enhanced
performance. With Cloud4C as your partner, you are assured of not just CAF
advantage but also a cloud environment performing at peak with our award
winning managed services.
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Why Cloud4C?
Cloud4C brings together AIOps, DevOps and DevSecOps practise as well
as IaC experience to design and execute the Cloud Adoption Framework.
Cloud4C customers gain the most of OCI with a strategic approach in
solution delivery.

What do you gain?
Cloud migration advisory for strategic framework
Complete security for IT environment with Oracle certified experts
Benefits of Oracle tools and solutions including OCI, DB services, migration
factory, Oracle SPARC super clusters and application support
7+ Reg-tech frameworks, 40+ Control Objectives and 26 security tools for security
Experience of managing 800000 Events Per Second (EPS) and 13000 HBSS
instances
Expertise of delivering 3200 UTMs
24*7 System Monitoring & Management from Central/Local NOC/SOC

Our Multi-Cloud Capabilities
23 CoE and over 2000 cloud experts with 12+ years of rich experience
Proven expertise of migrating 40000+ Instances and 8000+ Databases
Certified resources for public cloud implementation, CloudOps, DevOps,
Transformation and Migration
Pre-designed and Industry/country specific compliance mapping
AIOps powered managed services with end to end ownership
Intuitive DR solutions with stringent SLA for RPO/RTO

Talk to us to define OCI CAF that delivers on the promise of robust cloud performance.
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